
CREATING A 
SAFE LOCKOUT
TAGOUT PROGRAM
in 8 Easy Steps

EHS

Machine-related injuries or fatalities can occur during 
maintenance and servicing tasks when workers are exposed 
to an uncontrolled release of energy or during unexpected 
equipment startup.Hundreds of workers are injured and killed 
every year due to the unexpected release of stored energy. 
That's why it's very important to have an effective safety 
program in place to avoid workplace injuries.

The following steps will walk you through 
creating and completing a lockout tagout 
program the safest way possible.
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Identify the equipment to be locked out and its location. Take a picture to help employees 
identify it as well.

Determine the correct procedure for shutting the machine down and starting it back up. 
Put this procedure into a list format. Once again- include pictures of each step as well as 
the energy source such as electricity or pressurized air.

Also address secondary energy sources such as heat, fumes, or tension and hazards that 
may need to be moved or tied down.

Be sure to include the device used to lock out the energy and the method used to verify it 
is lockout out in this step.

This procedure should also include how to bring the machine back online in the same 
step by step process and include exactly how each step should be performed in the safest 
way possible.

CREATE DETAILED  
LOCKOUT PROCEDURES
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Lockout/Tagout Procedure Name

Step Source Action/Method
of Isolation

Energy
Isolatiing
Device

Verification Method Location

1 Example:
Electrical

Detailed action such 
as: Disconnect power 

cord from outlet

Example:
Plug Lock

Detailed action such 
as Push start button
to verify power is off.

South wall power outlet. 
(include image)

Include any additional steps that are needed. 

STEP 1 EXAMPLE
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MAKE PROCEDURES   
EASY TO ACCESS

Use binders, document management systems, or Lockout Tagout 
specific platforms that make these procedures readily available for 
employees and management. This reduces the friction related to 
completing the procedures and keeps everyone on the same page.

Best practice is to use a Lockout Tagout specific platform as this is 
the most efficient and arguably most cost-effective way to manage 
the procedures.

NOTIFY AFFECTED
EMPLOYEES

When a procedure is going to be performed all employees that may 
be affected must be notified. 

Post signs, or, in some way make sure employees are aware of the 
machine being locked out, how long it will be down for, and any 
processes that must be performed differently while the machine is 
locked out.
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FOLLOW THE DETAILED 
PROCEDURE

The employees completing the procedure must understand it and 
be able to follow it exactly in order to prevent potential injuries or 
damage. 

As part of this step the employee must also verify the lockout by 
attempting to start the machine or through some other method.

Once the lockout has been verified, they must attach a lockout or 
tagout device to the machine to be sure no one will attempt to start 
the machine while it is being worked on.

TRAIN ON THE IMPORTANCE
OF RESPECTING LOCKED AND 
TAGGED MACHINERY

A lockout tagout program is only as good as the training used to 
teach it. If you have not at this point be sure that all employees 
understand that voiding a lock or tag and attempting to start a 
machine could cause loss of life or limb to another employee.
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SWAP CORRECTLY   
DURING SHIFT CHANGES

If a shift change occurs while a machine is down the individuals that 
are swapping personal lock or tag devices must both be present to 
make the switch. Notify any employees who are also part of the shift 
change and were not originally notified of the device being down.

It’s a good idea to have a sign off that employees trading shift must 
both fill out in order to make the switch.

BRING EQUIPMENT    
BACK ONLINE

After maintenance or the task being performed on the machine is 
complete then the procedure must be followed exactly in order to 
bring the machine back online.
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EHS
MOVE THE NEEDLE
in your organization, and gain back precious time and resources 
so you can invest in what really matters: your people!

Start a conversation today
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REVIEW AND AUDIT 
PROCEDURES REGULARLY

A lockout tagout program is not something you can set and forget. 
In order to keep employees safe you need to keep procedures 
up to date. Be sure they reflect any changes to  the machinery, the 
device, or methods that take place.

This is also a good time to see if there is any way the procedure can 
be improved.

A Lockout Tagout platform like the one offered within EHS 
Hero® will save you a huge amount of time finding, updating, 
and managing these procedures!

Learn more at ehshero.blr.com
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